Ad Standards is responsible for the Accountability component of the Digital Advertising Alliance of Canada AdChoices Program.
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Introduction

The Digital Advertising Alliance of Canada (“DAAC”)’s AdChoices Program (“AdChoices”) arose from the industry’s recognition that it is best positioned to understand and address the implications of advertising technology on consumer privacy, and to develop solutions to address consumer privacy concerns. The companies participating in AdChoices (“Participants”) have agreed to abide by DAAC’s Self-Regulatory Principles for Online Behavioural Advertising (the “Principles”) to help ensure that consumers are adequately informed of the collection and use of data for interest-based advertising (“IBA”) purposes, and that they can exercise choice regarding this collection and use. Ad Standards is responsible for monitoring Participants for compliance with the Principles, and addressing consumer complaints relating to IBA.

We are pleased to publish our sixth annual AdChoices Accountability Program Compliance Report. Ad Standards notes that substantial compliance with the Principles among Participants remains high, and thanks the Participants for their engagement and responsiveness even through the challenges of the pandemic.

In 2020, Ad Standards continued its improvements upon the AdChoices Accountability Program Compliance Procedure to help to ensure that Participants are reviewed on a consistent basis, and to provide a comprehensive compliance report at regular intervals. During the course of the year, Ad Standards continued to review Participants for compliance, and work with Participants to resolve any outstanding compliance issues from the previous year. In 2020, Ad Standards reviewed the practices of 76 of 80 Participants, a marked increase from 2019.

This report reviews Ad Standards monitoring efforts under its new compliance monitoring schedule, and will address trends seen in Participant compliance on both website and mobile properties. It also addresses all consumer complaints received in the 2020 year, and best practices reminders to Participants.

Catherine Bate
Chief Legal & Policy Officer
Ad Standards

Mary Broadfoot
Manager
AdChoices Accountability Program
2020 Findings – Overview and Methodology

Ad Standards reviews Participant websites and mobile apps to evaluate the Notice & Transparency and Consumer Control\(^1\) mechanisms in place. These reviews include examining the websites and apps in detail, and monitoring the collection and use of data for IBA purposes.

Ad Standards uses cookie viewers and other technical tools to analyze data collection relating to IBA. In addition, Ad Standards reviews privacy policies and other similar statements, and tests any control tools presented to the consumer. In the case of mobile apps, Ad Standards relies upon Participants to diligently and accurately answer inquiries regarding mobile app practices, and to what extent information is disclosed to Third Parties for IBA purposes. This is because mobile apps tend to have stringent security restrictions that make it difficult to determine where data is being sent.

When Ad Standards identifies a compliance issue, staff work cooperatively with the involved company on corrective action.

In 2020, Ad Standards continued to improve upon its compliance procedure in relation to the AdChoices Accountability Program, in order to help to ensure that Participants are reviewed on a consistent basis. Participants’ websites and mobile apps are now reviewed annually.

At the end of 2020, AdChoices included 80 Participants. For the purposes of this report, Ad Standards reviewed 76 Participants: 40 First Party Participants, 21 Third Party Participants, and 15 Participants who traditionally qualify as both First Parties and Third Parties. These reviews were conducted between January and December of 2020.

**WHAT IS SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE?**

We have used the term “substantially compliant” to indicate that these parties meet the basic requirements required by the DAAC Principles (notice of IBA activity, above-the-fold Enhanced Notice, and an opt-out mechanism). However, in many cases, it is possible for improvements to be made, especially when it comes to First Party Participants.

Most First Parties’ websites contain a description of IBA activity, Enhanced Notice that effectively leads the user to that disclosure, and an Opt-Out Mechanism. However, these disclosures and Opt-Out Mechanisms are not always optimal or user-friendly; opt-out tools are sometimes difficult to use or effect an incomplete opt-out.

Participants should refer to the “Best Practices” on page 12 of this report for hints and tips on how to maximize the user experience, and ensure that they remain compliant.

---

\(^1\) See Appendix A for a summary of these Principles, and the complete Principles available online at [https://youradchoices.ca/en/principles](https://youradchoices.ca/en/principles).
Website Compliance – Review of Findings

Websites (including desktop and mobile websites) appear to remain the key source of IBA activity among Participants. For the purposes of this report, Ad Standards reviewed 76 Participants’ websites:

- **40** Participants classified as First Parties;
- **21** Participants classified as Third Parties;
- **15** Participants classified as Third Parties, who were also found to be acting as First Parties on their own corporate websites;

  - Although typically classified as Third Parties, these Participants were also acting as First Parties on their corporate websites. In other words, other Third Parties are collecting and using data on these corporate websites, usually by virtue of having some form of partnership or data-sharing agreements with these other companies.

![Website Compliance Chart]

First Party Participants
A majority of the First Party Participants in the AdChoices Program have remained substantially compliant, or in the case of new Participants, have come into compliance with, AdChoices’ requirements. Participants typically express a desire to be compliant,
and to provide consumers with meaningful choice when it comes to interest-based advertising. In many instances, the shortfalls in compliance are inadvertent and corrected once brought to the Participant’s attention, including the following recurring issues:

- In some cases, AdChoices Participants altered their websites since last being reviewed for compliance, and in the process, inadvertently moved or removed Enhanced Notice of IBA activity on their websites, which is a critical component of AdChoices compliance. In the vast majority of cases, these Participants have communicated and executed a plan to Ad Standards to re-introduce Enhanced Notice to their websites, within a specific timeframe.

- In other cases, although the First Party Participant is Substantially Compliant and offers an Opt-Out Mechanism, the Opt-Out Mechanism has fallen out of date, and may not reflect all Third parties present on these First Party’s website.

The following is a summary of First Parties’ compliance status at the end of 2020:

- **29 of 40** First Parties reviewed demonstrated substantial compliance with AdChoices’ requirements.
  - Ad Standards notes that its procedural enhancements resulted in a significant increase in the number of First Parties reviewed, from 14 in 2019 to 40 in 2020. We anticipate increased initial compliance as our reviews become more regular.
  - Although **29** First Parties reviewed demonstrated Substantial Compliance as defined in this report, 7 Participants need to update their Privacy policies or opt-out tools. As of the end of 2020, **all of these** Participants have communicated to Ad Standards their plan and time lines to address the issues.

- **11** First Parties were non-compliant in more than one area.
  - **4** Participants have provided a plan to be compliant early 2021.
  - **7** Participants had not demonstrated a plan to address the noted compliance issues by year end, and Ad Standards will continue to work with them towards compliance in 2021.

**Third Party Participants**
Ad Standards is pleased to report that **all reviewed Third Parties remained compliant** on their websites, in their capacity as Third Parties, by giving clear notice of their IBA practices, and a means to opt out of data collection and use from their own platforms for IBA purposes.
First Party/Third Party Participants

15 Participants reviewed in 2020 are typically classified as Third Parties, but were also found to be operating as First Parties on their corporate websites.

13 out of 15 of these Participants were found to be compliant on their websites, in their capacity as Third Parties, by giving clear notice of their IBA practices, and a means to opt out of data collection and use from their own platforms for IBA purposes.

We are continuing to work with the remaining 2 of those 15 Participants to help them come into compliance.

**REMINDER TO THIRD PARTIES OPERATING AS FIRST PARTIES:**

Most Participants in the business of operating SSPs, DSPs, Ad Exchanges, and other ad technology platforms typically enter the AdChoices Program with the understanding that they are Third Parties under the Principles. In order to maintain the integrity of the Program, however, it is important that Third Parties’ websites also abide by First Party requirements, if acting as such on their own corporate websites.

When Third Party Participants allow other Third Parties on their websites to collect and use people’s browsing data for IBA purposes, they become First Parties under the Program. Although these websites may not be oriented towards the average consumer, the fact remains that consumers who enter onto these websites would be subjected to data collection and use from other Third Parties.

This means that, in addition to providing notice about the ways in which their technology platform uses data for IBA, and a means to opt out of the platform, these Third Parties must also provide:

- **Notice** of IBA practices as they relate to disclosing data to other third parties for IBA purposes, on the website.

- **Enhanced Notice** at the website level: an above-the-fold link, in the form of the AdChoices Icon and text, or within a cookie banner, that immediately informs the consumer of IBA activity, and directs them to a fulsome disclosure about IBA practices on the website.

- **Opt-Out Mechanism** for all Third Parties who collect or use data, via the website, for IBA purposes (rather than an Opt-Out Mechanism that applies only to the Participant’s technology platform), whether by developing a tool internally, using an approved provider, or linking to the DAAC WebChoices tool.

Please see Appendix F, “A Quick Guide to AdChoices Compliance” for Additional Guidance, in addition to reviewing First Party Requirements outlined in Appendix C.
Mobile App Compliance –
Review of Findings

Ad Standards reviewed 19 First Parties for compliance on their mobile apps.

While Third Parties typically do not own mobile apps, they may collect and use Cross-App Data, precise location data (PLD) and/or personal directory data (PDD) via First Parties’ apps, using advertising IDs. They are required to provide adequate disclosure about their Cross-App Data collection practices on their websites, provide an Opt-Out Mechanism, and follow In-Ad Notice requirements when placing interest-based ads within mobile apps. For the purposes of this report, Ad Standards has reviewed the adequacy of Third Parties’ disclosures on their websites.

In addition, Ad Standards reviewed 14 Parties identified as First Party/Third Party for compliance in their capacities as both First Parties and Third Parties.

First Party Mobile App Compliance
Of the 19 First Party Participants reviewed, only 1 has shown to be conducting IBA activity on its app. Ad Standards is pleased to report that this Participant has implemented all Program requirements on its mobile app.

Of the First Party Participants, 13 of 19 either do not operate mobile apps, or have confirmed that they do not allow Third Parties to collect and use Cross-App Data, PLD, or PDD, for IBA purposes on their apps. At the time of writing this report, Ad Standards was awaiting answers from the remaining First Participants regarding their mobile app practices, which will determine whether Ad Standards must review these apps for compliance going forward.

Third Party Mobile App Compliance
Ad Standards reviewed the websites of the 21 Third Parties covered by this report to determine whether their disclosures address their IBA practices on mobile apps, and how to opt out of IBA on apps. Ad Standards is pleased to report that all reviewed Third Parties’ websites effectively address IBA activity on mobile apps, and either provide a link to the AppChoices tool, or instructions as to how to opt out of IBA activity on mobile apps.

First Party/Third Party Mobile App Compliance
Of the 14 Participants who are First Party/Third Parties, 7 were found to be Substantially Compliant with regard to its mobile app practices, in its capacity both as a First Party and a Third Party. At this time, Ad Standards is unable to report with regard to mobile app compliance status of the remaining First Party/Third Parties.
2020 Consumer Complaints

Ad Standards accepts and investigates complaints it receives regarding possible non-compliance with the Principles, through its Complaint Form. Ad Standards reviews each complaint and determines whether there is sufficient evidence to pursue an investigation. Where the complaint involves a Participant, and there is evidence of non-compliance with the Principles, Ad Standards works with the Participant to remedy the issue. Where the complaint involves a non-participant, and where there is evidence of a breach of the Principles, Ad Standards informs the non-participant of the complaint.

From January to December 2020, Ad Standards received 676 consumer complaints for review under the AdChoices Accountability Program. Although this is a substantial increase from 2019 (391 complaints), Ad Standards notes that in 2020 there were substantially more complaints that were clearly unrelated to IBA, unrelated to advertising generally, or entirely lacking information. As such, Ad Standards concludes that there is no marked increase in the number of complaints that relate to genuine concerns about IBA. It is also possible that “bot” activity is partially responsible for complaints that are either essentially blank, or incomprehensible. A breakdown of the types of complaints received can be found below.

It should be noted that in 2019, the DAAC amended its website to include a contact form. In the wake of this, the DAAC began to receive submissions similar to those received by Ad Standards through the Complaint Form. Of the submissions received by DAAC, none were escalated to Ad Standards as giving rise to a potential breach of the Principles. As such, Ad Standards will not include or report on the complaints received by the DAAC.
### IBA-Related Complaints

Of the total number of complaints submitted to Ad Standards, only **27 of 676** were determined to raise potential IBA concerns. This is only one more IBA-related complaint compared to 2019 when 26 were received.

![IBA-Related Complaints](image)

As in 2019, nearly all IBA-related complaints (**22 out of 27**) related to difficulties opting out of IBA, most often due to trouble using the DAAC WebChoices tool. In most cases, complainants found that the tool would fail to opt out of a select few companies on the tool. In these cases, complainants were advised to simply re-try using the tool, as sometimes a temporary technical error results in an incomplete opt-out the first time around. Ad Standards did not receive any indication that these complainants had ongoing trouble following Ad Standards’ response. Nonetheless, Ad Standards has advised the DAAC of consumer concerns with the tool not always effecting a full opt-out in one step.

Of the IBA-related complaints, **2 of these 27** related to the subject matter or content of ads the complainants indicated may be interest-based. However, in these cases, there was inadequate evidence that the ad was actually interest-based, or that the subject matter was sensitive in nature. Of the 3 remaining complaints, 2 related to entities that are not Participants.
Non-IBA Related Complaints

Of the 676 total complaints received, 313 of those that could be investigated appeared to be unrelated to IBA, and therefore did not raise concerns under the DAAC Principles.

In most cases, the complainants desired to entirely eliminate advertising, or were unhappy with ads blocking content. An increasing number of complaints also appear to relate to pop-up ads, and issues with the presentations of ads on mobile devices in particular.

As in previous years, a smaller number of complaints cited concerns about hacking or identity theft, potential fraud or scams, and advertisements with content they found to be distasteful or inappropriate. Where possible and appropriate, these complaints were reviewed under Ad Standards’ Consumer Complaint Procedure and the Canadian Code of Advertising Standards.

![Non-IBA Related Complaints Chart]
Unable to Pursue

Ad Standards was unable to investigate or pursue the majority of all complaints received (336 of 676). In most cases, this was due to a lack of information provided by complainants, even following Ad Standards’ best efforts to request additional information (215 of 336). In other cases, the complaints were irrelevant or unanswerable by reason of being incomprehensible/unreadable or entirely unrelated to advertising-related matters (115 of 336), or appeared to relate to matters or consumers outside of Canada (6 of 336). Where complaints fell outside of Ad Standards’ jurisdiction, the complainants were redirected to the appropriate authority, where possible.

Overall, consumer complaints received by Ad Standards in 2020 reflect similar trends to previous years. Although there was an increase in total number, there has been no material change in the number of relevant, IBA-related complaints received, or in the subject matter of those complaints.
How to be Compliant –
Best Practices for Participants

Companies have many laws and regulations to turn their attention to, and often multiple jurisdictions to consider, when considering making changes to their websites and mobile apps. It requires an ongoing effort to create websites and apps that provide a favourable experience to the consumer, are well-designed, promote their products and services effectively, and meet all of their legal, regulatory and self-regulatory obligations.

Below are a few points that Participants should keep in mind when building or updating websites and apps, implementing Opt-Out mechanisms, and updating privacy and technology policies:

• Most Participants are doing a good job of meeting the basic requirements of the Principles, but more can be done to improve. Ad Standards encourages Participants to review carefully their implementation of the Program requirements, and thoughtfully consider how to optimize the user experience by using layered notices, and easy-to-understand language. See Appendix G – Improving the User Experience on Websites.

• It is important for First Parties to ensure that their Opt-Out Mechanisms are functional, and kept current with opt-outs for all Third Parties collecting and using data for IBA purposes on their websites. First Parties should have a system or schedule in place to ensure that this is reviewed on a periodic basis, or monitored and updated continually.

• Participants using external service providers to create and monitor Opt-Out Mechanisms should work with these service providers to find innovative ways to create a clearer and simpler experience for the consumer. Many Opt-Out Mechanisms require multiple steps to opt-out, or may cause confusion to the consumer about their opt-out status. It is important to step into the shoes of the average consumer, and carefully consider how user-friendly the opt-out experience is.

• Participants would be well-served to ensure that one or more of their staff are assigned to handle AdChoices compliance, and depending on available resources, consider forming a team of people who have experience in all areas that may be impacted: privacy, legal, marketing, UI/UX, and website/software development.

• In some cases, Ad Standards will ask Participants to provide information about its practices that cannot efficiently or reasonably be procured without the Participants’ help. It is important for Participants to investigate diligently and answer the
questions posed by Ad Standards, in order to allow Ad Standards to monitor compliance effectively, and preserve the integrity of the program. Participants should ensure that the information they provide to Ad Standards is comprehensive and accurate.

- In order to better understand their AdChoices obligations, Participants can:
  - Review the Principles regularly;
  - Read Supplementary Guidance released by DAAC;
  - Refer to the resources in Appendix E of this report;
  - See the infographic in Appendix F;
  - Contact Ad Standards anytime to discuss potential changes to their websites and mobile apps, and how these changes might affect their compliance with AdChoices.
Appendix A

Summary of the DAAC Principles

Canadian Self-Regulatory Principles for Online Behavioural Advertising

The DAAC Principles set out a consumer-friendly framework for the collection of online data in order to facilitate the delivery of advertising based on the preferences or interests of web users, in a manner consistent with applicable Canadian privacy laws and the core elements of the Self-Regulatory Principles for Online Behavioral Advertising created by the Digital Advertising Alliance in the United States. Below is a brief summary of the Principles – the complete Principles can be found at: https://assets.youradchoices.ca/pdf/DAAC-ThePrinciples.pdf

Education
Participate in efforts to educate about online interest-based advertising.

Notice & Transparency
Clear, meaningful, and prominent notice should be given to consumers about data collection and use practices associated with online interest-based advertising.

Consumer Control
Provide consumers with an ability to choose whether data is collected and used for online interest-based advertising purposes.

Data Security
Provide appropriate security for, and limited retention of, data collected and used for online interest-based advertising purposes.

Sensitive Data
Do not collect personal information for interest-based advertising purposes from children under the age of 13 or from sites directed to children under the age of 13, unless such collection and other treatment of personal information is in accordance with Canadian privacy legislation.

Entities are also prohibited from collecting or using sensitive personal information for interest-based advertising purposes without consent.

Accountability
Under the Accountability principle, Ad Standards, an independent advertising self-regulatory body, monitors companies participating in the AdChoices self-regulatory program for compliance with these Principles, and works cooperatively with them to effect compliance. Ad Standards also accepts and responds to complaints about practices that may not comply with the Principles.
Appendix B
Glossary of Terms

Above the Fold – the placement of Enhanced Notice in a location on a website or app that is immediately visible, without requiring the user to scroll or navigate.

AdChoices Icon and Text – the icon licensed by the DAAC, with accompanying words “AdChoices” or “Choix de Pub”, that can be used as Enhanced Notice or In-Ad Notice, to inform consumers of IBA activity on a website or mobile app:

![AdChoices Icon](image)

Cross-App Data – data collected from a particular device regarding application use over time and across other applications for the purposes of delivering Interest-Based Advertising in an application. Cross-App Data does not include Precise Location Data or Personal Directory Data.

Enhanced Notice – Clear, meaningful, and prominent notice of IBA activity, most often implemented by displaying the AdChoices Icon and Text “Above the Fold” on a website or mobile app, though sometimes implemented by way of a banner or pop-up notification that informs the user of IBA activity. Links to further information about IBA, and how to opt out.

First Party/ies – A First Party is a Participant in AdChoices that operates or controls a website with which the consumer interacts, and that allows Third Parties to collect and use consumer data via its website.

In-Ad Notice – Notice of IBA that is found within the corner of an advertisement, by way of displaying the AdChoices Icon and Text (i.e. informing the user that the ad being delivered may be interest-based).

Interest-Based Advertising (IBA) – the collection of data online from a particular computer or device regarding web browsing activity, or activity on mobile apps, for the purpose of using such data to predict user preferences or interests, and to deliver advertising based on the preferences or interests inferred from such browsing activity and/or app activity.

Opt-Out Mechanism – A tool or other means by which a consumer is enabled to opt out of the collection and use of their data for IBA purposes.

Personal Directory Data (PDD) – calendar, address book, phone/text log, or photo/video data created by a consumer that is stored on or accessed through a particular device and obtained for the purposes of delivering Interest-Based Advertising in an application.

Precise Location Data (PLD) – data obtained from a device about the physical location of the device that is sufficiently precise to locate a specific individual or device for the purposes of delivering Interest-Based Advertising in an application.

Third Party/ies – A Third Party is a Participant in AdChoices who engages in Interest-Based Advertising (IBA) on a First Party’s website or mobile app – in other words, advertising networks and data companies that collect web-viewing or app data across multiple sites and/or apps and use such data to serve online Interest-Based Advertising.
Appendix C
First Party and Third Party Requirements – Websites

**FIRST PARTY REQUIREMENTS**
(For websites such as publishers, retailers, and brands)

**Notice** (Disclosure on website in privacy policy or similar location)
- Describes IBA activity occurring on the website,
- Links to an Opt-Out Mechanism, and
- States adherence to the DAAC Principles.

**Enhanced Notice** (Clear, meaningful, and prominent real-time notice of collection or use of data for IBA purposes)
- Is displayed ‘Above the Fold’ or otherwise in a conspicuous manner,
- Links directly to a disclosure that describes IBA activity,
- Links to an Opt-Out Mechanism or lists all Third Parties conducting IBA activity,
- States adherence to the DAAC Principles, and
- Appears on all pages where data is collected or used for IBA.

**Opt-Out Mechanism** (To exercise choice with respect to the collection and use of data for IBA purposes)
- Easy-to-use Opt-Out Mechanism provided for all Third Parties conducting IBA activity on the website.

**THIRD PARTY REQUIREMENTS**
(For ad tech companies such as ad networks and data brokers)

**Notice** (Disclosure on website in privacy policy or similar location)
- Describes IBA data collection and use practices,
- Links to an Opt-Out Mechanism, and
- States adherence to the DAAC Principles.

**Enhanced Notice** (Real-time notice of collection or use)
- A Third Party is responsible for providing Enhanced Notice when collecting or using data for IBA purposes on a First Party website. It is usually provided through “In-Ad Notice” – notice in or around an advertisement, typically using the AdChoices Icon and Text, that directs users to the Third Party’s disclosure of its IBA practices, and an Opt-Out Mechanism (see Third Party Requirements – Notice, above).
- Where Third Parties are collecting data for IBA purposes on a First Party website, Enhanced Notice is typically provided by the First Party (see First Party Requirements – Enhanced Notice, above). However, Third Parties should collaborate with First Parties to ensure the requirements are met.

**Opt-Out Mechanism** (To exercise choice with respect to the collection and use of data for IBA purposes)
- Provides an easy-to-use Opt-Out Mechanism.
## Appendix D

### First Party and Third Party Requirements – Mobile Apps

**FIRST PARTY REQUIREMENTS FOR CROSS-APP DATA**
(for mobile app providers)

**Enhanced Notice (Clear, meaningful, and prominent real-time notice of collection or use of Cross-App Data)**
- First Parties should provide a clear, meaningful, and prominent Enhanced Notice that links directly to a disclosure that:
  - a) describes Cross-App Data collection and use practices,
  - b) points to an easy-to-use Opt-Out Mechanism that meets DAAC specifications* or lists all Third Parties and links to their Opt-Out Mechanisms, and
  - c) states adherence to the DAAC Principles.
- Enhanced Notice should be conspicuously displayed and provided:
  - before installation; or
  - as part of the download process; or
  - on first opening of an application; or
  - at the time Cross-App Data is first collected; AND, thereafter, a link to the disclosure should be provided in the app’s menu, settings section, or footer.

* An Opt-Out Mechanism that meets DAAC specifications include a link to the DAAC’s AppChoices tool youradchoices.ca/appchoices/, or an explanation of how to use the “Limit Ad Tracking” and “Opt Out of Ads Personalization” settings on iOS and Android, respectively.

**THIRD PARTY REQUIREMENTS FOR CROSS-APP DATA**
(For ad tech companies such as ad networks and data brokers)

**Notice (Disclosure in privacy policy or accessible in app from which Third Party collects data)**
- Usually found on Third Party’s own website, and accessible through any application from or through which it collects Cross-App Data,
- Describes Cross-App Data collection, use, and disclosure practices,
- Includes, or links to, an easy-to-use Opt-Out Mechanism, and
- States adherence to the DAAC Principles.

**Enhanced Notice (Real-time notice of collection or use of Cross-App Data)**
- A Third Party is responsible for providing Enhanced Notice when collecting or using Cross-App Data for IBA purposes on a First Party app. Where an ad is delivered using Cross-App Data, this is usually provided through “In-Ad Notice” – notice in or around an ad, typically using the AdChoices Icon and Text, that directs users to the Third Party’s disclosure of its IBA practices, and an Opt-Out Mechanism (see Third Party Requirements for Cross-App Data – Notice, above).
- Where Third Parties are collecting data for IBA purposes on a First Party’s app, Enhanced Notice is typically provided by the First Party (see First Party Requirements for Cross-App Data – Enhanced Notice, above). However, Third Parties should collaborate with First Parties to ensure the requirements are met.

**Choice Mechanism (To exercise choice with respect to the collection and use of Cross-App Data)**
- Opt-Out Mechanism must meet DAAC specifications and be included in, or linked to via First Party or Third Party Enhanced Notice.
Appendix D

First Party and Third Party Requirements – Mobile Apps (continued)

FIRST PARTY REQUIREMENTS FOR PRECISE LOCATION DATA AND PERSONAL DIRECTORY DATA (PLD/PDD)
(For mobile app providers)

Notice (Disclosure in privacy policy or other similar location, accessible from First Party’s app)
• Found on First Party’s own website or accessible through any application from or through which PLD/PDD is collected or used for IBA purposes,
• Clearly describes First party’s practices relating to the collection and use of PLD/PDD for IBA purposes on its app, including collection and use of PLD/PDD by Third Parties via the First Party’s app,
• Includes instructions for accessing and using a tool to provide and withdraw consent for the collection and use of PLD/PDD, and
• States adherence to the DAAC Principles.

Enhanced Notice (Real-time notice of collection or use of PLD/PDD)
• Clear, meaningful and prominent notice provided as part of the download process, on first opening of an application, or at the time PLD/PDD is collected.
• Links to disclosure (First Party Notice) presented before an application is installed as part of the download process, on first opening of an application, or at the time PLD/PDD is collected AND in the applications settings or privacy policy.

Opt-Out Mechanism (To provide or withdraw consent to the collection or use of PLD/PDD)
• First Parties must obtain explicit consent to disclose PLD/PDD to Third Parties, and/or for Third Parties to collect and use PLD/PDD from or through First Party’s app, and provide a tool to withdraw such consent at any time.
• Tool to provide or withdraw consent should be easy to use.

THIRD PARTY REQUIREMENTS FOR PRECISE LOCATION DATA AND PERSONAL DIRECTORY DATA (PLD/PDD)
(For ad tech companies such as ad networks and data brokers)

Notice (Disclosure in privacy policy or other similar location)
• Found on Third Party’s own website in privacy policy or other similar location, and accessible through any app from or through which PLD/PDD is collected or used by the Third Party for IBA purposes,
• Clearly describes Third Party’s practices relating to the collection or disclosure of PLD/PDD for IBA purposes,
• Include instructions for accessing and using a tool to provide and withdraw consent for the collection, use, and disclosure of PLD/PDD, and
• States adherence to the DAAC Principles.

Opt-Out Mechanism (To provide or withdraw consent re PLD/PDD)
• Third Party must obtain consent prior to collection, use, or disclosure of PLD/PDD, or ascertain that the First Party has obtained consent for Third Party’s data collection, use, and disclosure of PLD/PDD for IBA purposes.
Appendix E
Online Resources for Consumers and Participants

DAAC Canadian Self-Regulatory Principles for Online Behavioural Advertising

DAAC Application of Self-Regulatory Principles to the Mobile Environment

DAAC Supplementary Guidance for the DAAC Principles

DAAC Tools Page (Links to Opt-Out Mechanisms: WebChoices, AppChoices, etc.)

Ad Standards Compliance Procedure

Ad Standards IBA Complaint Submission Form

Ad Standards Compliance Reports – Previous Years
A QUICK GUIDE TO AdChoices Compliance

**STEP 1**

Use an Enhanced Notice for interest-based advertising (IBA).

The user should be able to click or tap on the Enhanced Notice, bringing them to a disclosure with more information about IBA.

What qualifies as Enhanced Notice?

On websites, the most effective way to provide Enhanced Notice is to include the AdChoices icon (/favicon) with accompanying text “AdChoices” or “Choix de pub” somewhere ‘above the fold’ on each page where data is collected or used or IBA.

On mobile apps, Enhanced Notice may take the form of an interstitial or pop-up that forms part of the onboarding process for the app, or by displaying the AdChoices icon somewhere in plain view on the app.

**STEP 2**

Provide a meaningful disclosure about IBA.

Describe what information is being collected (e.g. information about browsing activity on websites, activities across apps, etc.), who it is being disclosed to (e.g. Third Party companies), and what it is being used for (e.g. to serve more relevant online ads).

The disclosure must also confirm that opting out is possible, and link to an opt-out tool.

Know who your company is doing business with.

First Parties are responsible for keeping track of the Third Parties collecting and using data for IBA on their websites or mobile apps.

First Parties should be vigilant about reviewing this regularly, keeping apprised of which Third Parties are present, and providing an opt-out for each. Protect your company contractually from any unauthorized access to your audience data.
STEP 3

Offer an effective tool for opting out of IBA.

Opt-out tools should be linked to within the disclosure about IBA. Tools should be easy to use and work effectively, allowing the user to opt out of all Third Party companies that collect and use data for IBA.

For websites, we recommend linking to the DAAC’s WebChoices tool. For mobile apps, it is sufficient to provide a description of how to opt out of ad tracking on various devices’ operating systems (i.e. iOS and Android). However, we recommend linking to the DAAC’s AppChoices tool as a simple and effective solution to allow users to exercise their choices for cross-app IBA.

Be clear with users about their opt-out status.

It is important to ensure that website and app users receive a confirmation message, or other clear notification or feedback, that assures the user that they have successfully opted out.

If you company has its own choice mechanism, be precise and transparent about what users are opting out of – the collection and use of data for interest-based advertising by Third Parties on your website or app. We recommend also linking to the DAAC’s WebChoices tool.

STEP 4

Ensure that your disclosure and opt-out tool can be accessed at any time.

The disclosure and opt-out tool should be easy to find at any time, whether through a privacy policy, cookie policy, or a dedicated AdChoices or “Interest-Based Ads” page on a website or in an app.

The user should always be able to find information about a company’s IBA practices.

Be consistent.

Many participants link an Enhanced Notice to a dedicated page about IBA where an opt-out tool is included. In other cases, participants choose to link their Enhanced Notice directly to the relevant portion of their privacy policy. It is recommended that the content of any policy or disclosure that addresses IBA is accurate and up to date.

An outdated privacy policy may fail to provide full disclosure about data collection and use for IBA, even if your dedicated AdChoices or IBA page describes it. Ensure that all information and policies on your website and apps are updated to be consistent with one another.
Appendix G

Improving the User experience on Websites

Overall, First Party AdChoices participants have made solid efforts to achieve compliance on their websites, ensuring that users are provided with adequate information about IBA and the ability to exercise choice. However, we believe that AdChoices participants can still make improvements to provide users with clearer information, and to ensure that the opt-out process is seamless.

PROVIDE A BETTER DISCLOSURE

One of the most challenging parts of providing consumers with adequate transparency and control, is drafting an effective disclosure.

Disclosures should be drafted in plain language that the average consumer will understand, and must still be accurate. The disclosure must be comprehensive enough, and cover all required elements (i.e. type of data collected, how data is used, who the data will be shared with), while still being concise enough not to lose the reader.

Describing Data Collection, Use and Disclosure

It is vital to be accurate and complete, even when trying to be concise, or writing in layperson’s terms. In an IBA disclosure, always ask whether the following have been answered:

• What type of data is being collected?
  Generally, merely stating that “data is being collected” is insufficient. A user should be able understand what type of data is being collected – for example “information about your browsing patterns and activity on this website”.

• How is the data being used?
  It should be clearly explained that the data being collected will be used to target or serve the user with relevant and/or interest-based advertisements on the internet (and on mobile apps, if applicable).

• Who will the data be shared with?
  It is key to note that data will be collected and used by Third Parties for the purposes above. It is important to identify these companies, or at the very least, to explain what types of companies these are, somewhere within your interest-based ads policy, cookie policy, or privacy policy, and to ensure the user can find this information if it is not contained within the high-level disclosure (for example, by clicking a link to “learn more”).
The “Layered Approach” to Informing the User
In May 2018, the Office of the Privacy Commissioner ("OPC") released Guidelines for Obtaining Meaningful Consent, which should be helpful for AdChoices participants in drafting the most effective disclosures possible.

The OPC advocates for a “layered” approach to informing consumers about data collection and use (whether relating to IBA, or otherwise). In basic terms, this means that consumers should be informed of IBA practices with a concise, easy to read disclosure that emphasizes key elements about data collection and use (what type of data is being collected, who it will be disclosed to, and the purposes for which it will be used). However, they should also be able to find out more in-depth information about these practices, if they choose to – for example, by linking to a more comprehensive disclosure located within a privacy policy or cookies policy. The key idea is that consumers should be presented with a disclosure that is sufficient to give them a basic understanding of what is being done with their information, without forcing them to navigate through a lengthy privacy policy.

PROVIDE A MORE EFFECTIVE OPT-OUT MECHANISM

Consumers must understand they are under no obligation to have their data collected for IBA purposes in order to continue using a website or app. Their ability to opt out must clearly be made known to them, and it must not be difficult to exercise the option to opt out.

An Opt-Out Mechanism Must Be Provided for All Third Parties
Perhaps most importantly, First Parties must understand that if they are allowing a Third Party to collect and use data for IBA on their website, but there is no opt-out available for that Third Party, then they will not be compliant with AdChoices. It is not enough to simply inform the user who is collecting and using their data – the user must be able to exercise choice.

Transparency and Control are the fundamental tenets of AdChoices. First Parties must ensure an opt-out is provided for all Third Parties engaged in IBA activity on their website, and if they are unable to, must prevent that Third Party from tracking consumers for IBA purposes.

Opting Out Must Be Efficient and Easy
AdChoices requires First Parties to provide an easy-to-use Opt-Out Mechanism covering all Third Parties collecting and using data for IBA on their websites.

Ad Standards recognizes that First Party AdChoices participants have been diligent about providing an Opt-Out Mechanism. However, in some cases, these mechanisms are not easy-to-use, and require the user to take numerous steps to opt out of IBA from all Third Parties active on the website.
For example, some tools provide direct opt-outs for some but not all Third Parties, and direct the user to visit individual Third Parties’ websites for additional opt-outs. This often requires the user to search each individual Third Party site in order to locate the Third Party’s own Opt-Out Mechanism.

First Parties are advised that the DAAC WebChoices Tool currently provides direct opt-outs for over 136 different Third Party companies. By linking to this tool, a user may, in one step, opt out of interest-based ads from all of these companies. If all Third Parties on a given First Party’s website can be found on the DAAC WebChoices Tool, we recommend using this tool, as it allows for an efficient, one-step means for users to opt out.
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